
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Late Summer 2009 to Autumn 2010 

IPAPADI II 
A Cruising Log of a Passage made by June & Ken Russell 

from South-Western Turkey to Israel via N. Cyprus, 

Lebanon and return to Crete via S. Cyprus and SW Turkey 

Narrated by RUSS 
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Hi, I’m Russ, and I’m your narra-
tor for this log of Ipapadi II cruis-
ing the Eastern Mediterranean 
from Marmaris in south west Tur-
key to Israel via North Cyprus and 
Lebanon and so on……... 
 
I’m the ‘slave’ to June & Ken Rus-
sell, skipper and helmsman of their 
second boat in the med, a Moody 
425.  I began life as an Interflora 
Bear clutching a single rose (Ken 
is a miserable b……) on Valentine’s 
Day 1998 perched by the bedside in 
an hotel room in London.  

Apparently Ken thought it would be a nice touch to a weekend, their first 
since shedding the ‘shackles’ of full-time gainful employment i.e.; selling 
their restaurant business on the 2nd of the same month. However I don’t 
think Ken was too enamoured with me, I was pretty scrawny at the time 
(not much better than I am now!), because I’m probably the product of scrap 
material gathered from the floor last thing on a Friday in a Chinese sweat 
shop!  Anyway, as a protest ever since, I have hung on a noose from the 
backstay of June & Ken’s boats, formerly for the purpose of scaring seagulls 
when at mooring in Lough Swilly and latterly in the med as a private pro-
test against Interflora.  The number of people who have passed by Ipapadi 
when in harbour and upon asking; “why on a noose from the backstay”, re-
ceiving a fairly long diatribe from Ken about the inadequacies of Interflora 
have probably wished they hadn’t asked! It looks as if Ken, too, has got fed 
up with the telling and so with the acquisition of Ipapadi II it would seem 
that I’m to finish my days less fretfully lounging on the binnacle beside 
the compass. 

We had been in Marmaris over four years and Ken had been ‘itching’ for a 
year or more to move on an explore; that was probably going to be in a west-
erly direction but, before we would do that it seemed like a bit of a waste if we 
didn’t just go that little bit further and experience the eastern extremity.  The 
boat had been prepared for overnight passage making i.e.; working naviga-
tion lights, jackstays and life-lines, full fuel tank, M&S lamb casserole 
and Tullamore Dew! 
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0845hrs 21st Aug(2009):  We ‘slipped’ Yacht Marine, Marmaris for Fethiye 
Bay (45 nm).   J&K had really enjoyed their four and a half years based at 
Yacht Marine and as a token of their appreciation they made a presentation 
to the staff of a suitably inscribed piece of Tyrone Crystal.  The staff were 
exemplary in their professionalism, whether it be the marinara helping to 
berth the boats, the tidiness of the whole site (Yacht Marine is very much a 
working boatyard with up to 2000 vessels on hard stand over and above the 
1000 afloat), the office staff, waiters, waitresses or the quality food provided 
by the restaurant chefs.  
 
There was very little wind and any that was, was on the nose so it was a 
fairly uneventful passage. It was our first day out after being ‘land lubbers’ 
for three months so there is always a concern about not feeling so good. I 
think K annoyed himself more by worrying about the possibility of being 
seasick rather than actually feeling ill. He is getting on a bit, I suppose it is 
the sort of nonsense you could expect form someone of his age! Fethiye Bay 
is very popular with cruisers and charterers as it offers both a fairly wide ex-
panse of water for sailing with wind induced from the mountains and a 
‘string’ of islands to shelter behind.  
 
K steered through one of the passages between the islands on the western side 
and eventually tied ‘stern to’ the only restaurant jetty in one of the many 
bays, Boynuz Buku.  The whole of the cruising coastline of Turkey is dotted 
with remote restaurants whose custom is totally derived from cruising boats 
and flotillas.  These enterprising self/family trained cooks and waiters dou-
bling up as berthing masters provide ‘rickety’ jetties complete with ‘lazy-
lines’.  

There was immediate banter with the 
skipper next door as it turned out to 
be Gina on her Moody 419 “Impulse”. 
She is a single-handed sailor who re-
tired in 2005, bought “Impulse” in 
Oban and sailed it all the way to 
Marmaris where K&J met her in 
2007.  There was an immediate af-
finity with her as she originally 
hailed from Portavogie, all be it for 
only the first five years of her life. 
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The following day J&K got going with one their new toys, SWEBA (shallow 
water breathing apparatus). The principal is the ‘diver’ can perform small 
maintenance jobs like cleaning the propeller while his or her partner (needs to 
be somebody who likes the ‘diver’) keeps an air reservoir pumped up with air.  
After the prop cleaning K then demonstrated his recent B&Q purchase of a 
pair of glass-panel suction clamps to make his way along the water line 
cleaning the non antifouled boot top that fouls next to the water.  His next 
‘brainwave’ is to apply transparent antifoul to this area at the next ‘lift-out’, 
but I’m not so sure, I’ve seen some of his brainwaves’ first hand in the past 
and, well, enough said…….   
 
1210hrs 23rd Aug:  ‘Slipped’ the restaurant jetty Boynuz Buku for Fethiye 
(15nm).  Wow! Just outside the islands we were sailing on a beam reach for 
a whole 2 hours – brilliant!  There was hardly any angle at all so I didn’t 
have to hang on to the binnacle. Fethiye town is on the eastern side of he bay 
tucked inside a ‘fishhook’ shaped promontory.  On the north side of the bay 
is the small town of Goeck which, when ashore seems quite ‘alpine’ because of 
the close proximity of the high mountains. Goeck boasts three marinas, the 
Yacht Club to the east, the municipal pontoons (full of local day-tripper 
boats and Gullets – traditional 60’ to 120’ wooden sailing boats) in the mid-
dle and Port Goeck, a Camper & Nicholson operation to the west.  At Fethiye, 
the town quay is full with local gullets etc and availability for visiting 
cruisers can be found at the well appointed Ege Saray Marina or next door at 
Yacht Plaza, an up-market version of the restaurant with the ‘rickety’ jet-
ties. There are another couple of pontoons further towards the top of this bay 
which ‘enterprising live-aboards’ will do a deal with for longer stays!  After 
refuelling at Ege Saray we opted for Yacht Plaza, if you eat in their restau-

Also anchored in the bay were an-
other couple boats which had win-
tered in Marmaris, Ted & Pam on 
“Radha”, another Moody, and Eve, 
single-handed on her catamaran, 
also called ‘Eve’.   Berthing on 
these jetties and the provision of 
water and electricity is normally 
complimentary with the proviso of 
using the restaurant facilities 
ashore.  
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rant then they knock 50% of the berthing cost which was 1TL (Turkish Lira 
– 2.4TL =£1) per foot LOA. The food here was very good, almost on a par 
with Yacht Marine and great ‘honey monsters’ for bears too!  
 
Big row the next morning, K took two bags of laundry to the in-house facil-
ity and just happened to mention that they didn’t do any ironing.  J said 
that wasn’t good enough so K had to go back and retrieve everything. Then 
it was a big ‘haul’ down town and a big ‘haul’ out of the wallet for the extra 
cost of pressing. K said: “that’s it, I’m having nothing to do with laundry 
duties any more”.   J, as usual said nothing, went and made a cup of coffee, 
leaving him to calm down in his own time.  She said to me later that “he’d be 
ok”, mind you I’m beginning to worry a bit about her – talking to stuffed 
bears and the like!  Fethiye is a good sensible town catering for everyday in-
habitants as well as tourists, but there seems to be less tattoos and exposed 
bulging midriffs here as in Marmaris. When we were in Boynuz Buku 
Gina had been telling K&J about the internet packages available from Turk-
cell prepaid accounts so they set about getting the software to connect to the 
laptop.  K already had a suitable 2nd phone with Bluetooth and/or USB cable 
connection. They needed to find a Turkcell ‘Extra’ outlet of which there are 
three in Fethiye. So, no problem, got what they needed, confirmed 1GB of ca-
pacity (plenty for just emailing and checking weather), needing 210 
‘kountors (240 cost 39TL).  
 

0645hrs 26th Aug:  Slipped Yacht Plaza for Kas (50nm).  Again flat calm 
and so 7 hours later with the only excitement being some dolphins surfac-
ing near our destination.  Kas, on the first southern tip of Turkey is a pleas-
ant but busy little harbour where the local day-tripping gullets want all the 
room and the local restaurants want to make space for visiting cruisers.  

As we were manoeuvring, looking for a 
space it was the voice of Smiley, Ismail 
calling “in here Ken” that took our im-
mediate attention.  Smiley has the 
nearest restaurant to the quay and is 
always on duty alongside the harbour 
master finding space for potential cus-
tomers.  As an entrepreneur his unique 
trick is, if you eat in his restaurant or 
get to know him he throws a loaf of 
fresh bread aboard (FOC) at 0700hrs! 
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1115hrs 27th Aug:  Slipped south quay, Kas for Kastelorizo (12nm).  Well, 
we did sail for about 5 out of 12 miles or so just so as not to be as blatant as 
to steer there directly. Kastelorizo is the very last bastion of everything 
Greek in an easterly direction and so as J&K were not checking out of Tur-
key officially just yet they were disguising their approach to this Greek is-
land. The settlement there had a fire earlier in the 20th century and that, 
coupled with Italian occupation during the 2nd world war left it fairly devas-
tated with many of the Greeks heading for Australia. Now 2nd and 3rd gen-
eration Aussie/Greeks are returning to rebuild the area with help of some in-
centive from the Greek government. Apparently there is some ancient edict 
or other that if the population goes below 80 the island returns to Turkey – 
just goes to show, you can’t get away from politics no matter where you go! 
When going stern or bows too with your own anchor try to stay about three 
boat widths each side of the small pier, the two restaurants there hound you 
for business and they’re far too expensive! There’s grand Kalimares and 
Pork chops to be had at a third the price in a little waterside taverna along to 
the right. K&J always like to stay here a few days to read, drink coffee and 
swim in the clear water along the harbour side. 
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The next port was Setur Marina at Finike (18nm), mainly to refuel, stock a 
few supplies and officially clear Turkish Customs and Immigration for 
North Cyprus. The staff there were very helpful with checking out procedures, 
the Turks seem to thrive on a lot of maritime bureaucracy!  
 

 

 

0945hrs 30th Aug:  Slipped the quay 
Kastelorizo for Kale Koy in Kekova 
Roads, further east along the Turk-
ish coast (15nm).  Spent a night 
here tied to another ‘rickety’ jetty 
where we were looked after by a very 
nice genuine Turkish family. Next 
morning K&J thought they would re-
turn the extra special hospitality with 
a small gift to the mother and 
daughter of hand towels, they were 
then ‘heaped’ with gifts of herbs. 
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1010hrs 1st Sept:  Slipped Setur Marina, Finike for Girne, N. Cyprus 
(168nm). It was motor the whole way on a flat sea, it was so flat that after a 
fantastic sunset at 1925hrs K cooked fillet steaks with red pepper and boiled 
potatoes.  I never go down below when K’s aboard during the hot season be-
cause K just strips off   what a sight!  On this occasion the smell of cooking 
wafting up was just too much and I went down hoping for a morsel, but I 
was nearly sick….all I could see was a ‘mooning’ K at the galley with a grill 
pan!  Mind you, he was prudent enough to be wearing an apron; a spark 
from the cooker could be quite disastrous! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1055hrs 2nd Sept:  Tied to fuel dock Delta Marine Girne (Kyrenia was the 
old name before the separation in 1974).  This was to be a two week stop to 
allow K&J to disembark and attend a wedding of a niece in Glasgow.  As I 
mention earlier, K does a lot of the cooking on board and I suppose, hailing 
from Ireland, he is always fairly critical of the meagre ‘spud’. It was in N. 
Cyprus that he almost danced a jig in the surprise of finding the “best spuds 
in the med yet”.  As it turns out it is no wonder because he remembers when 
his father and all his farming colleagues used to supply seed potatoes for ex-
port to Cyprus in the fifties and sixties!  Northern Ireland was renowned for 
it’s disease free varieties.  
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1300hrs 17th Sept:  Tied to fuel dock ATCL (Automobile and Touring Club 
of Lebanon) Marina Jounieh. The Marina part is functional but there is not 
as much help with docking as in Greek and Turkish marinas (no RIBs to 
give you a ‘shove’ when you need it). Ashore it is a well appointed sports club 
with tennis courts, olympic grade swimming pool (K could only manage 
one length up and down at a time!), children’s pool, and a heated pool is be-
ing built for the winter. K & J spent a week here, the first three days are free 
to guests and the biggest part of the costs were entry ($25 each), processing 
($35) and clearance procedures ($40 each). They made two tours; one along 
the ‘Holy Valley’ climbing to see the protected Cedars of Lebanon, this vast 
limestone mountainous region was once covered in Cedar forests.  Now, after 
most civilizations since 3000 BC have plundered this magnificent wood for 
building ships and palaces the whole area is practically denuded. The other 
tour was across the border to Syria and on to Damascus. One of the most fa-
mous interests for Christians is that it was on the road here that St Paul had 
his conversion and was administered to by the first Bishop of Damascus, 

Whilst on board there was a bit of 
partying and coming and going 
of sailing colleagues they’d met in 
recent years.  These friends had 
bought property in N. Cyprus and 
settled there. The border crossings 
are made without difficulty, both 
vehicular and pedestrian, in Nico-
sia between TRNC (Turkish Re-
public of North Cyprus) and South 
Cyprus. The political issues are an-
other matter! 

 
0900hrs 16th Sept:  Cleared Customs and Immigration Girne, N. Cyprus for 
Jounieh, Lebanon (190nm).  1025hrs J very promptly noticed the loss of the 
stern fender so they had their very first MOB drill!  Again along the north 
coast, all the way to the end of the ‘Pan Handle,’ 68nm, there was a very 
light following westerly wind which caused K&J to furl sails fairly soon and 
motor. As usual upon turning south the wind turned too and strengthened 
to more or less on the nose.  They weren’t sure if the Lebanese military had 
precise rules  about arriving during ‘office’ hours so K just keep motoring.  
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“The only conversion that 
K & J had on the road to 
Damascus was at the bor-
der where they were con-
verted from rich to poor!  
It cost $50 each to enter 
Syria and $16 each to 
leave”! 
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0725hrs 24th Sept:  Cleared Customs Dock Jounieh Marina for Herzliya Ma-
rina Israel, another (190nm) (for the clearance document K had to list Port 
Sa’id, Egypt as the next destination port because the Lebanese Authorities 
will not clear vessels out to Israel, neither can a vessel arrive from Israel).  
Wah Heh! Finally sailing, after motoring at 90’ for 12nm to clear Lebanese 
waters and then on a heading of 220’ as if making for Port Sa’id it was a 
broad reach in 10 to 12 kts of wind. If the wind kept up according to Wind-
finder, we should have been able to keep this course far enough to allow for a 
similar reach after the gibe for Herzliya.  K had made arrangements with 
Immigration and Customs to arrive there within their operating hours.  Just 
as we were about to gibe after 10hrs sailing we started getting calls from the 
UN Warship requesting all the relevant details, after a long bout of that 
type of correspondence using a lot of phonetic alphabet (no one knows what 
you’re saying when pronouncing Ipapadi 11), it was the turn of the Israeli 
Navy and after that it was the coastguard requesting us to change course 
for Haifa, 095’ (almost into the wind and lumpy! I was getting green I can 
tell you!).  Bright spotlights suddenly beaming on us, a while later, con-
vinced us to keep on course and follow the escort of three Coastguard 
launches right into Haifa. 
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0500hrs 25th Sept:  Tied to Customs Dock Haifa after 137nm. K & J were 
then asked to disembark and stand by their boat whilst being interrogated, 
in a friendly manner, about the travel plans past and future and all sorts of 
intricacies about their lives and lifestyle, I don’t think it stretched to fre-
quency of copulation but it was a very detailed examination all the same!  

The Israelis are really hyper about security (not many people like them – 
they have made a lot of enemies around the world!) and in our case they just 
wanted to be sure we were bonafide.   

After the ‘interrogation’ was fin-
ished it was, for K&J, down to the 
bunks for a badly needed kip. 
1000hrs 25th Sept:  Slipped Haifa 
for Herzliya, another 53nm man-
aging to sail under genoa for an 
hour before the typical 12 to 15 kt 
northerly in this region was di-
rectly on the stern and everybody 
was too tired to struggle with 
goose-winging.  
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1655hrs 25th Sept: Tied to 
Fuel Dock Herzliya Marina. 
After refuelling and moving 
the next morning the boat is 
now on a convenient pontoon 
for the winter. It is the first 
time in the Med to be lying 
against a finger dock with 
bow lines also attached. The 
docks and fingers are static 
and there can be quite a dif-
ferential in sea height from 
calm to storm conditions 
(25cm to 75cm). 

For  extra safety K has fitted a couple of fenders horizontally to the finger 
dock.  Herzliya Marina is well appointed, but not plush, with toilets, show-
ers, laundry etc. There is a strong local recreational sailing fraternity en-
gaged in many watersports from optimists to wind surfers to kayaking to 
kite surfing and many yachties taking their boats out for a couple hours 
sailing most evenings.  As mentioned, the wind builds up in a circle from 
easterly to a 12/15 kt northerly during the day making for ideal sailing 
conditions.  On a stroll, one evening, recently there was a wonderful long 
stretch of red sunset with the sails of 15 yachts silhouetted!  There is also the 
convenience of being right smack in the middle of a shopping mall complete 
with restaurants and supermarket – but it’s like being berthed right in the 
middle of the Richmond Centre!  A ‘Portsalon/Rosnowlagh’ type beach on 
either side is a fantastic bonus both for walking and swimming. K & J’s 
daughter, Judith and son in law Stephen with granddaughters Cara and 
Tori joined them for a late sun & beach holiday just prior to returning home 
in mid October.  The children and adults alike had great fun swimming in 
the warm sea and building sand castles in 30’.  The ‘Holy Land’ sights of 
Jerusalem and the Dead Sea where also included in the ‘holiday’ itinerary. 

 
Tel Aviv Ben Gurion Airport is with half an hour by taxi and there are 
many options for connections to the UK and Ireland including Turkish Air-
lines to Dublin, BMI, BA and Easyjet to London. 
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1530hrs 15th Oct: K&J 
have disembarked and 
left for the airport. 
That leaves me here 
again, back on my 
‘perch’ on the binnacle! 
Ah well some good 
memories to keep me 
in pleasant dreams 
until their return in 
late December. 
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1855hrs 30th Dec: K&J came onboard 
again! They have returned in great 
spirits because they just flew in with 
BMI “a proper airline” according to K, 
“makes a change from the cramped, 
low–cost jobs they have been accus-
tomed to”.  Here I am all ready for 
Hogmany. Next day, they visited a 
few places to book in for the celebra-
tions —nothing, what a sad lot!  The 
only place providing music was 
‘Murphys the Irish bar—K&J booked 
two stools at the bar and a bar mat 
for me—it’s all that was available!  

By the time the following evening arrived we had gleaned that hogmany 
just didn’t appear on the local culture’s ‘radar’.  So when we found that the 
music for the evening was a solo artist with guitar performing a John Denver  
tribute!  Ah well, the steak sandwich was reasonable and there were a few 
good ‘malts’ behind the bar. I didn’t, however get to do my ‘highland fling’. 
New Years Day was blustery but warm and bright—that set the ‘scene’ for 
the rest of their winter break onboard.  
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No sooner had they returned but they were off on their travels again.  An El 
Al flight got them to Cairo in order to visit some of the antiquities. I think 
they thought they would enjoy a few days of 5 star luxury—the reality was 
that they are so used to the freedom of their ‘apartment afloat’ style of living 
that a’ hotel living’ experience is too restrictive. Egypt, they found was a 
land where it was expected that for every service a palm needed to be ’greased’. 
All in all the Pyramids and Sphinx at Gisa where a spectacular visit as was 
the Tutankharmun exhibit at the National Museum.  

The Golden Mask was quite ex-
quisite as were the other arte-
facts.  They returned with a mo-
mento of there trip—Humph, the 
camel!  Why, if they were going 
to bring something stuffed, 
didn’t they bring a mate for 
me?  I’m not racist—but I have 
to admit to being ‘ethnically 
challenged’! A nice cuddly bear 
would have been just what I 
could have done with! 
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End of January saw K&J’s 
youngest son Gareth, daugh-
ter in law Karen and latest 
granddaughter Erin May 
come on board for a ‘land-
based’ holiday. It was great 
for the family to be reac-
quainted. Gareth and Karen, 
who got engaged in my pres-
ence on K&J’s previous boat , 
really took me by surprise 
and brought me a mate, 
“Russellina”. I was so flus-
tered I got my paws all in a 
twist! She’s the cutest little 
bear and I can tell you now, 
there’ll be very little time for 
much  writing in the future!  
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Wow.. It’s a great life here in the 
winter sun. K&J take a 3km walk 
along the white sandy beach most 
mornings to a beach-side café for a 
read along with coffee and crois-
sants. They take their bikes now 
and again to a larger mall than at 
the marina and also into the centre 
of Herzliya. All in all they have 
found the cost of living higher than 
in Turkey and ‘Euroland’. 
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Even in January the weather in Israel was fine for introducing Erin May to 
the sea-side. Fine for playing in the sand or relaxing at a beach café. How-
ever the water was a bit ‘nippy’ for a dip, but Gareth persevered. Land touring 
took in sites such as the Dead Sea and the Sea of Gallilee, the later they 
found pleasantly scenic and not as ‘spoilt’ as they perceived. 
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6th February saw the family 
on their return home and the 
retention of good memories of 
their visit—grannies and 
grandpas reunited with the 
next generation in their lives 
and all that sentimental 
stuff! 

A week later saw 
the ‘high heid-
ins’ depart but 
for the first time 
I wasn’t on my 
own—was I look-
ing forward to 
the boat to our 
selves or not!!! 
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1955hrs 8th April (2010): K&J back on board and there were preparations 
straight away for the return passage to Turkey and Greece via S. Cyprus. 
The 10th was K’s birthday and so he’d delayed his card opening until re-
turning. Look carefully at that black & white card he received from eldest 
son Jonathan and daughter in law Stina—disgusting!  Next day ,’K’ got in 
the water and using his ‘hull clamps’ scrubbed the waterline. Then he at-
tempted to use the SWEBA to scrub the prop but the mouth-piece had devel-
oped a fault so that project had to be abandoned in favour of calling in ma-
rina staff Alan and Bambi who used their scuba gear. (it’s an unofficial 
service engaged directly and not through the marina office!) 
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1135hrs 13th April: Slipped 
Herzlyia for Larnaca, 
S.Cyprus (175nm). Wind 
15kts on the nose and 1m 
sea—bit lumpy for first 
voyage of the season! 1530 
hrs last contact with Israeli 
Navy requesting our desti-
nation and ETA. 0100hrs, 
bang! - engine stops. K 
looks a bit worried, checks 
down below, no sign of any 
disasters, holes etc. Engine 
seems ok so he turns the key 
and ’bingo’! We are motor-    

ing again.  After another engine check and finding all in order the only ex-
planation that they could come up with was that the propeller hit a sub-
merged log or big fish heavy enough to stop the prop and strangle the en-
gine. Later, at 1155hrs (next day) a very slight oil leak was found but this 
was due to be at a place where an old alloy ‘buckle’ type cable clip had caused 
wear on a hydraulic hose connecting oil filter to oil cooler. There are a pair of 
them which should easily be replaced in Larnaca. 
1515hrs 14th April: tied to fuel berth Larnaca Marina and later to berth 
EF14 beside Peter who gave us his discarded ‘Daily Mail each day. The topic 
of the time being the ‘ash’ cloud descending over Britain and Europe disrupt-
ing air traffic. This was of particular interest to K&J because they were ex-
pecting sister and brother in law Caroline and Alfie to join them for the next 
passage across to the Turkish mainland and for a two week cruise towards 
Marmaris. They had a week before their arrival and set to a couple of jobs. 
First K managed a partial repair to SWEBA regulator and managed to dive 
on the ‘prop’ long enough to establish “no damage” from the earlier ‘incident’. 
Larnaca Marina is fairly long established facility with substantial docks 
and pontoons added to in a fashion that now makes it look unplanned. The 
staff are helpful and pleasant, although they lack the full service of a 
‘manned’ RIB on duty at all times. There are professional services available 
ashore and K had no problem finding a Hydraulic hose specialist in town.  
K replaced and fitted both Oil Cooler hoses with the slightest of colourful lan-
guage! Laundry facilities were ‘self’ operated so J took the opportunity to 
wash the main sheets and warps. The ash cloud demanded that C&A  change 
flight destination to Dalaman. 
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Costs in Larnaca were quoted by K&J as reasonable. 115 litres of diesel was 
€110 and the berthing costs inc electrisity, water and laundry was €82 for 
eight days although they were technically there  a day longer as they didn’t 
‘slip’ until early on the nineth morning. K&J also had pleasant reunion with 
a local restaurant owner  they had been acquainted with during a land 
based holiday in their younger days, more than 30 years ago. His name 
was Andreas and was proprietor of “The Cuckoo’s Nest”. He was very much 
their senior then and it was hard to believe that upon turning a particular 
corner, there was The Cuckoo’s Nest and, there was Andreas, still in charge 
and doing the cooking! 
 
The ash cloud ‘disruption’ called for a departure on the 22nd April in order to 
make Finike, Turkey for the visitors ETA there of 2000hrs.  The passage 
plan decided on was a ‘oner’ passing by Limasol and Phaphos, the later 
being on the ‘wish list’ to stop at, but concerns among many fellow yachties 
about lack of space helped to decide on the ‘oner’ theory.  Unfortunately , 
forecasts for the 22nd were still showing signs of the  ‘4’ to ‘5’ ’on the nose’ 
of previous days, although dissapating. Caroline and Alfie were going to be 
‘land based’ at Finike for a night before our arrival. 
 
0303hrs 23rd April: We slipped EF14 berth Larnaca for Finike,(218nm).  
Wind 12 to 15 kts on the nose (what’s new!). 0500hrs, first light. 1415hrs 
rounding the last headland of Cyprus to allow a course of 311’T 155nm 
(26hrs) to go. 1030hrs 24th April, motor sailing –wow! This meant a 
reduced engine RPM from 1950 to 1750 and an increase of speed from 
6.7kts to 7.7kts. 1330 Genoa furled and 11nm to go. 

 
1515hrs 24th April: Tied to fuel berth 
Finike Marina. ‘Stats’: 218nm, 
35.75 hrs, 180 litres, av: 6.1kts/hr 
and 5 litres/hr. In road vehicle 
statistics this would translate as 40 
miles/hr and at a consumption of 5 
litres would mean approximately 40 
miles / gallon (in old money!) 
“Hey—Hi –Hellooo”, it was Alfie and 
Caroline on an oposite pontoon. So 
very soon after siblings and in-laws 
were reunited. Russellina and I had 
other things to catch up on anyway! 
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0830hrs 25th April: Slipped Finike, having checked in formaly to Turkey 
and complete with Transit Log made passage through Kekova Roads to Kas 
and Kastelorizo, Greece, (38nm). Had a good ‘reach’ for 3 hours before 
entering Kekova which pleased C&A as they would tend to be more ‘purist’ in 
sailing attitude than the’impatient’ ‘K’! C&A have a 49’ Halberg Rassy 
berthed in Ardsossan and top of the list for them, in cruising terms, is to 
sail the Intercostal Waterways.  K&J suggested that they should sample 
some cruising in the Med, just to ‘whet’ their appetite and maybe urge them 
to ‘set sail’ sooner than later—’A’ had a ‘big’ birthday recently and they 
really need to get going! 
 
Again, at Kas, their host was ‘Smiley’ and his restaurant where they 
lunched regally on his balcony, the main dish being a big Sea Bass, enough 
for all four!  After ‘slipping’ Kas ‘K’ did the usual little detour so as not to 
look as if they were blatanly making way directly from Turkey to Greece.  
Whilst behind a rocky island courtesey flags were exchanged and all was 
ready. 
 
1830hrs 25th April: Tied to harbour Kastelorizo.  They took a couple of ’days 
off’ there exploring the area. They climbed the 400 steps on the hillside above 
the village, worth it for the spectacular view of the harbour.  
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0705hrs 28th April: Slipped Kastelorizo for Fethiye (50nm).  Practically no 
wind so it was motoring all the way. 
1600hrs 28th April: Tied Yacht Plazza. 
1500hrs 29th April: Slipped Yacht Plazza, Fethiye for Goeck (10nm). 
1700hrs 29th April: Tied Municiple Dock Goeck.  As mentioned earlier K&J 
like goeck for it’s picturesque ‘alpine’ feel. ‘A’ had heard about the ‘posh’ 
Camper and Nicholson Mraina and wanted to inspect it. 
0700hrs 30th April: Slipped Goeck for Rhodes, (45nm). Managed to motor 
sail for a couple of hours until whatever light winds there were,, were on the 
nose. 
1400hrs 30th April: Tied to South Quay Mandraki Harbour Rhodes. Here is 
always difficult for available berths because the charter companies seem to 
have most of the space used up. As it was still fairly early in the season we 
managed to squeeze ‘stern too’ into a space using our anchor with 
trepidation. There are mooring line securing chains and all sorts of other 
debris littering the harbour bed that anchoring can be a bit of a precarious 
exercise. ’K’ says the main point to bear in mind is not to drag the anchor at 
all when reversing so, on law of averages, the chance of ‘fouling’ is greatly 
reduced.  One of the points of interest to C&A in going cruising was the 
beuracracy entry into foreign ports.  So after the experience in Finike of the 
Turkish system of obtaining a Transit Log it was another to learn Greek 
proceedures. ‘K’ also learned that he missed an oportunity to save €20, if he 
had had the presence of mind to check into Greece in Kastelorizo as if the 
’last port’ was S.Cyprus he could have avoided the charge which was related 
to “entry from a foreign port” ie; Turkey.  Anyway, checking in proceedures 
seem to be always confusing and frought with misunderstanding. Two full 
days spent exploring Rhodes. Here is probably the best example of a 
‘crusader’ fortress and the battlements stand proud and well preserved. 
0810hrs 3rd May: Slipped Mandraki, Rhodes for Marmaris Yacht Marine 
(25nm). A fair bit of ‘west’ in the 15 to 18kt wind meant a wonderful  broad 
reach right up to the rounding of the Turkish headland leading up to 
Marmaris Bay. 
1220hrs 3rd May: Tied to ‘Juliet’ pontoon Marmaris Yacht Marine. For K&J 
it was nice to be back and welcomed and ‘hugged’ by a smiling Dursan, one 
of the very attentive marinaras. Of course, K&J were in their element 
showing off the marina where they had been based for 5 years, Lifting and 
launching (300 tons) facilities, chandlery, swimming pool and top class 
restaurant. The next day, in town, C&A were also interested to see  more 
chandelrys and the ‘saniye’, an area of workshops to be found in every 
Turkish town, where almost anything you want made or fixed can be done. 
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The following day ‘goodbyes’ were said and C&A were ‘taxied off to Dalaman 
Airport for their return home—they’d had a good experience and induction 
into cruising life. K&J went to the office to ‘check in’ for 3 months but came 
back with a deal for 3 months + 19 days including lift & launch for €720. 
0900hrs 9th May: Lift out and power wash before being set on cradle. ’K’ 
made a slightly exagerated plea to the staff for a set of stairs instead of a 
ladder because of ’J’s arthritic knees—a set of stairs were eventualy produced! 
Then more fuss and bother followed; washing the hull using an efficient 
‘yellow’ stain remover, then polishing, in town at a chandlers ordering 
antifoul, arranging for the Genoa to be picked up by sailmakers for 
washing (a snip at €20!) and for a ‘bag’ to be taken out of it.(€60) There 
was a new seacock fitted to the fwd heads intake. Earlier, before seting out 
for Israel ’K’ found the engine intake seacock  faulty (the lever was almost 
’wrung off’). By the use of SWEBA he managed to go down below and plug 
the inlet allowing him to replace the seacock whilst remaining in the water.  
The Auto-Prop was greased and new shaft and prop anodes fitted (the hull 
anode had more life remaining in it). There was Washing and flaking out 
of the anchor chain onto a ’swing’ below the bow and repainting of the 
measurement marks.  
0400Hrs 12th May: K&J left to return home, leaving the two of us to ………! 
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1600hrs 16th Aug: Here We are, still on 
the binnacle  to welcome K&J upon their 
return.  Being all ’hot and bothered’ 
they’re still in time for a swim and a bit 
of poolside relaxation before indulging 
themselves once more in Yacht Marine 
restaurant! 
‘K’ finds that it is very hard to muster 
up enthusiasm for working in a 
temperature of 38’, however next 
morning early, he’s out sanding the 
hull ready for antifouling, he’s going to 
use Hempel Olympic which is available 
in 5 litres at  about €85. He is also going to try, for the first time 
antifouling the prop and shaft. He hasn’t forgotten that other idea earlier of 
spraying a transparent antifoul at the waterline. 
 Some fellow, ‘know it all’ came by and suggested to ‘K’ that anodes on the 
‘cast’ keel might be useful. In the absence of any documentation referring to 
cathodic protection of the keel existing ‘K’ took his advice. It was a first for 
him to drill and tap 10mm holes to take a pair of 120mm diameter round 
anodes. 
 
1000hrs 19th Aug: Launching, sometimes the webbing straps on the crane 
have antifoul residue on them from washing down and hence they can 
stain/mark newly polished hulls—very frustrating! K&J have made 4 
‘skirts/aprons out of old sail material to drape behind the webbing—this 
keeps everybody happy! Seacocks checked and we’re let go to berth on 
‘Foxtrot’ pontoon. Decks washed down and all is ship shape. No rush to 
depart, might as well enjoy the pool facilities and the restaurant garden in 
the evening. It is so warm that ‘K’ sleeps all night on the aft deck with just a 
sheet, it is to be about two weeks later before he partially sleeps there and 
comes down below about ‘four’ in the morning. 
 
0657hrs 24th Aug: Slipped Foxtrot ,Yacht Marine for Symi 
(35nm).Engine temperature and oil pressure ok, no wind but with the 
sprayhood down the feel of the ‘natural’ air conditioning caused by 
motoring at 7kts was terrific! 
 
1223hrs 24th Aug: Tied to North Quay Symi. Theodore, the ‘mooring man’ 
takes our lines with a smile and we are in our favourite Greek island. 
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As well as providing a most picturesque arrival from sea, Symi is an 
attractive town with it’s buildings of various pastel shades.  The people are 
friendly and K&J just love to sit at their favourite cafenon, drink coffee, 
relax and read. Since being in this part of the Med for quite a number of 
years, they regard Symi as their special ‘holiday’ place. 
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0735hrs 28th Aug: wieghed anchor Symi for Kos (42nm). It was a clear 
lift for the anchor—great! With so much yacht traffic including charterers 
and, prerhaps an element of inexperience in the most of us it is a very 
frequent occurrence to have crossed chains and therefore fouled anchors. 
Leaving Symi on a northerly course there is a rather daunting narrow 
passage of about 5m depts. It’s really only daunting for first timers, the 
‘adrenalin rush’ is never the same in successive passages. First time , you 
see the depth going down and down until there’s only 3.5m below the 
waterline—at this stage the helmsman is really wondering: “is it going to 
stop at that”. The passage to Kos and beyound continually leaves the 
Turkish coast a few miles to starboard. It is remarkable how the outlaying 
Greek islands are usually barren rock and, in contrast, the rocky Turkish 
outcrops are green with vegetation. After the narrow passage the small port of 
Datca (Turkish) is left to s’board about 15nm, then the small harbour of 
Palamut and before rounding the Cape Krio on the Datca peninsula is the 
ancient site of Knidos, in ruins today, it was famed for it’s statue of 
Aphrodite. Then it’s 10 miles north to Kos. 
1335hrs 28th Aug: Tied Alpha Pontoon Kos Marina. Marinara, Thomas,is 
out in the RIB at the entrance to welcome us in and subsequently to take our 
lines, hand the mooring line and see that we are secure. Of course it’s a 
nostalgic visit for K&J because they spent their first two live-aboard years 
based here and they know all the marinaras, Pantelos, Stavros, Pedros and 
Big Yannis. We had just arrived at the end of a week in which Kos was 
hosting the European Chanpioships of Beach Volleyball. The following day, 
Saturday, saw the finals concluding with the awards ceremony and 
Fireworks!  Kos town is another with crusader influences, evident by another 
fortress, but not as in good repair as that in Rhodes. There is a fine example 
of an ‘Agora’, a Greek market place, but the main claim to fame of Kos is 
that it is the birth place or last known residence of Hypocrates, the founder f 
modern medicine. The Plane tree where he is supposed to have sat under is 
still there supported by scafolding. 
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0915hrs 3rd Sept: Slipped Kos Marina for Kardamena (pronounced 
“Manamana” as in the Muppet Show!). (15nm). K&J would have mixed 
thoughts about this place. Negatives would be that it is virtually a ‘little 
england’, hardley any sign  of Greek culture in the midst of ‘pure’ tourism 
consisting of a surfeit of flesh and tatoos! Positives: no berthing fees, and 
that’s an attribute that  can  suddenly make one exclaim, “ what flesh and 
tatoos”? Lots of  restaurants within minutes away along the harbour 
promenade mean easy and inexpensive access to food deliveries on board. 
They spent some time here as long time sailing friend, John, of La Gabriella, 
a self fitted out Colvic Victor, had based himself here for part of the summer. 
 
0700hrs 9th Sept: Slipped Kardamena for Astipalaia (43nm). Had been 
waiting for a couple of days for the wind to change from west to north but 
not to be, so had to make do with it on the nose again. 
 
1315hrs 9th Sept: Tied to inner mole Astipalaia. Beautiful clear water and 
the blue and white colour was quite stunning. It was a pleasant surprise to 
find mooring facilities inside the mole as the 2007 Pilot by Rod Heikel gave 
no mention of it. Depths were a constant 4m and the 40m of chain payed 
out held perfectly. Views from the top of the ‘chora’ (town) were magnificent!  
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1420hrs 10th Sept: Tied to ‘marina’ quay Vlikadha, Thira with a bow line. 
Vlikadha is the only secure mooring place on Thira altough there are only 
3m depths in the marina and approaches. There are sunken breakwaters  
meaning precise passages marked for entry. K&J were looking forward to 
coming here as they’d been on a short holiday about 25 years ago. The 
direction from whence they came meant missing sailing through the crater 
by which way they had arrived by ferry and the spectacular cliffs up which 
were carved the kalistrata (long wide steps) upon which the donkeys ferried 
the tourists to the ‘chora’ above. Now there is the addition of a funicular. 

0650 10th Sept: Slipped Astipalaia for 
Thira (Santorini) (52nm). An 
uneventful passage except for the 
spectacular sunrise over the islands of 
Khondro and Ligno upon leaving (the 
islands also feature in the ‘Shades of 
Blue’ photo earlier. There is a big rocky 
outcrop of an Island called Anaffi about 
15nm before Thira but there is really 
only an anchorage with only moderate 
shelter from the Meltemi. 
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0640hrs 13th Sept: Slipped Vlikadha, Thira for Aghios Nikolos, Crete 
(84nm). Again they had been waiting/hoping for the wind to veer to the 
west so as to give them a good broad reach on the 170’T course to ‘Ag Nik’. 
First they motored west round to the crater for 8nm, just to put their nose in 
to see what they’d missed. Then there was 5hrs of motor sailing in a 
following sea until it became to difficult to hold the Genoa—no pole! 
 

1840hrs 13th Sept: Tied Aghios Niklos Marina Crete. This should be their 
base for a while as they’ve taken a years contract. 

Vlikadha, being on the southern 
tip of Thira is quite an isolated 
place with few tavernas. The 
lady who runs the small 
marina café is probably as good 
as any. A 30 min ute bus ride 
gets you up to the ‘chora’ were 
the views are superb. The narrow 
streets full of merchandise and 
cliff top restaurants and 
tavernas make for a pleasant 
day out on Thira, the donkey 
‘aroma’ only serves to add to the 
atmosphere! 
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I hope you have en-
joyed reading my 
account of this cruise 
into the Middle East, 
and return. As K&J 
return home and af-
ter over 1700nm of 
passage making it 
will be hard for me to 
settle onto my ‘perch’ 
on the binnacle 
again - come here 
Russellina! 


